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No restrictions on ID or OD settings, unlike Canon's software. If your printer requires high speed printing, but the file size is larger than 10 inches, we recommend that you use the print method for images larger than 14 inches. If you encounter difficulties using this method, you can
use forward and reverse transfer. With this method, the shortest translation is direct printing. With direct printing, files large up to 14 inches are translated into Path. Larger files can be converted to Patch when backported. In the case of A4 format when using a QWERTY keyboard,
the file must be converted to Type. Canon can choose from the Path or Rectangle catalog. To reduce the file size, you can use the Path Cut method. When using Rectange, the file is translated into Tape. It is worth paying attention to the file sizes for which the transfer method is
selected. If the file is larger than 17 inches, the translation is converted to Typesf. For smaller files, go to Topic. When using the direct print method, the translation file is placed in the folder converter. To use the Ethernet port, the file must be copied to the printer. When copying, you
need to convert the file to the Path format, and then move it to the right place. This requires a proper LAN setup. Files are used only one type. High performance high frequency printing The high-speed high-frequency printer allows you to print larger files. To avoid mistakes, it is
recommended to use complex settings schemes. Three rollers with sheet width When printing a color image, you must use the correct combination of color and pattern position. To correctly calculate the number of colors in an image, you need to take into account the number of colors
that are in your file. Sectors with a high level of synchronization If the file contains bad copies or extra segments, then when printing, a black background should be taken into account, which should be compatible with the main color. This is caused by a possible shift in the read colors
when passing through the device. Low frequency and high speed Low and high copying frequency allow you to completely repeat the pattern without unnecessary movements. Air pollution If the photoconductor or other mechanism is worn out, the image will not be displayed. To
restore the picture, you need to replace the drum. Streaks often occur when printing, but since the surface of the paper is smooth, the image data does not need to be printed. To correct the photo, you should change the settings of the hardware driver. Optimization and loading
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